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Current Issue

The Khittab of L926 Reexamined:

Views of the NU in Post-Cipasung Congress

AM<si: Kaikz ktdiri pada ahun 1 925 di gtrabaya, Nahdktul U larnn (l'{U)

sefuanrya dimaksud,kan sebagai organisasi ulzma yang brgerak dzlzm btkng
so sial-keagamaan. Korrmtrni perj uangan dan kqizan organisasipun fu bn-
tuk pada pengernbangan masyarakat Muslim Indnrrcia dakm lapangan sosia.l'

bldnya seperti pmdidtkan, pmgaj aran, pelayanan ksebaun dan pmgembangan

ekonomi umat. Dak,m knangka itulah, unurk kernud.izn, para ukma dan toh.ob

otganisasi ini msumuskan sebualt aisi NU yang dikuul dengan Khitah 1926.

Setzlah untuk, masayanglama kiprah NU nrcruyimpangdari Kbitahyang
digariskz.nnya, dzngan memasuki dunia politih praktis - Mgabung dakm
Masyumi, menladi Partai NU, Wtsi dakm PPP - pada Mukuma.nryayang
ke 27 di Situbondo, 1984, duet KH. AMunahman lVahid dnn KH. Abmad
Siilq, Mbasil nrcrnbaua NU kernbali fupdda Kbittnh 1926. Kepuu.san itu
fuarti mmgeluarkzn diri dari jeraanpolitik praktis dan mmguamakanpengern-

bangan masyarakat Muslirn Indnnsia secara budzya

Penqasan NU kernbali kz Khittah 1 926 itu tefflyata. sanw sekali ti.dak mern-

perlemah posisi uuar-rana7!)ar NU dzkm poktik nasionaL Bahkan, dzlarn

banyak hal, NU di bawah Vahid. mmjad.i wkh satu kekuaun Islarn yang m,ern-

punyaiakscsosizlpoktikyangwngdttrToazmhr-mmumbultkanMasyarakatsipil

(ciailsocicty), merngaskzn sikz.p atas d.omirusirrcgaradannrcngernbangkan visi

tentangpdhdrn kebangsaan dan dennbasi. Melihat keryataan ini, rngaru fuu-
paya mnnbndungguak sosial-politik NU, aau sekzlign ingin menzihnya ke

dalam jalur yang dapat dikonnol
Teupi, kuatnya orimusi kekuaaan yang dirniliki olch m.asyarakat NU

menyebabkan tnikzn masuk ke duniapolitik. teup saja tzryadi. Ada tigafaktor
yangmendnarirrya: putam4 NU adzlnh ormasyangrnentpunyai basis massa

pedesaan yang fuar. Kefur4 pandangan romzntis tmang kejayaan politik NU
pada masa Ordz lama dzn ketiga, mudzhnya organisasi keagaffMan seftMcafti

NU dimanipulzsi untuk hepmtingan politik Di sini, jebakz.n-jebakz.n untuk
m.ernbawa N(J mtriadi huda tungangpolitik - dan dengan smd.iinya mmg-

uji aisi Khixzh 1926 - a,kz.n urap fukngsung.
IYajar ji.ka hkm lzgi 10 uhun senlah kernbali he Khittah 1926 dkarang-
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kan, tarikan untuh menyqet NU ke dalam pusdran poktik kernbali tcriadi" Pada

Muhamar ke 29 di Cipasungpdda 1994, reAadi krisis intnralNU yangdtpica

oleh pavingan dakm mernpuebuthm. ku.ni kepernintpinan NU antara Wahid

dan Abu Hasan Tampilnya Abu Hasan bartyak dipandang sebagai Yeseden
banghitrryasayappolitihNU Lebihdariiu+Ila.san jugadisokongsecarataklang'

sung o leb kektnan poktik kin yang nwupdkan rePrsentisi d.uri kebnt'an nqara
(sutc). Krisis itu brpunrak dmgan diadakznnya Mttkumar Luar Biasa diikuti
Iahimya sr$unan Pmgurus ksdr NU tndingan pada 17 Januari 1996, yang

disebut Komiu Pmgurus futsat NU (I<PPNU) d*g* ketua Abu Hasan

Yangmmgejuthz.n, sikap elit politik Indonsia dakm mnaponi tqbttuh-
rrya WPNU itu tarnpak ambiaalm. Sebagaian nwnbi angia dan sebagian

yang hin lcbih mmgakui krynimpirnn Vahid. sauzi dmgan hasil Muktarrar
Cipasung. IIdl ini mnrglsyaratkan balrua sedang tsriadi buhzn saia konflik ke-

pentingan dalam kaiunnya dmgan kekradaan NU, tetapi iuga WMaan snatqi
elit politik dzkrn padehnan Erhadzp ma.syarakat Musliln urnurrtnya Di sau

pthak, terdapat sebagian elit politik yang mmginginhzn NU (dnr juga semua

kekuatan klnn) terserap rnmjadi baglan dari arus bar bangkitnya kkmpoli'
tik, tetapi sebagizn lain mmgfuarap agar Nu tetap fujalaran sauai dengan Khit'
uh-rryo

krnua ini tidak bisa dilEaskan dari kccmdcrungarr politib lkatan Cendaki-

azuan Mrclirn Se-b dorrcia (WI) yang sernakin rnerrcolnh rnereprsentasikan

heler'atan kkm poktikydngwknoptasi oleb nqara. Bagi kalangan ekt politik
wtenua apabik NU Mbasil nasuh ke dakrn gelombang k krn politik itu, maka

Iqitimni keagarnaan dan politik aus ICMI sernakin kuat pula- Dmgan bqia,
duhungan dtas nqdra oleh mayoritas urnat kkm juga dzpat dipuoleb. Dakrn
hontek ini, usaha untutk. mmokh krynimpirwn lVahid. dzkm NU sefuar-
rrya dirruksudhzn sebagai rcaha elit politik dalarn mernperfun lryitimasi atas

nqdra Makipun, bukm. fuarti bahaa waha ini akan fujakn tznpd tnntzng
an. Ini tsrutaTna akan rnurrcul dai ka/zngan rnasyara.kat (brama elit pohtrp
yang mmgkhauatirkan balnaa hebangbian klam politih yang tuko opasi olcb

nqara itu akan buujungpada tumblrlrrya sektarianisme dzn surunrya demoba-
tisasi.

Seka.rangini tndapat &,a Pmguns Baar NU: di bazuah \Yahid. dan Hasan

D.a kemungkinanyangmungkin wjadi untuk nrcnyelsai.hzn bisis intsral
NU ita Pertz..ma, akan ditnnpuh usaha pudamaizn antara kedaa peminrpin

NU itu meklui putdekaan kektusaan dmgan mmghad.irkan tobob kinyang
dipilihrryaraKe&u"dibizrhznruyabisisituk'rlarutsarnpaisahhMturqdtcnge-
larn. Dmgnt Mtatan, sejailh salah satu pentirnpin NU itu (dzlarn bal ini Wahid)

tidak mmgangu lqitimasi politih aus ICMI dan ncgara"
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Introduction
This article attempts to review the crisis over Nahdlatul Ulama
(NU, "the Revival of the 'UlamA') following the conflict dur-

I ing its twenty-ninth congress (muktamar) in Cipasung, De-

cember 1994. The NU is one of the largest Muslim organizations in
Indonesia. Established by KH. Hasyim Asy'ari (I87I-I947) and KH.
\7ahab Chasbullah (1888-1971) in January t926, the NU was pro-
jected to be the basis for the culrural resistance of traditional Islam in
the Malay-Indonesian archipelago. Its arrival in the political atmo-

sphere of the Dutch colony marked three important concerns:l it
was meant to be an'ulamA' organizationto Preserve the traditions of
religious thought and practices; it was relatively modern social move-

ment, patterned by its religious attributes, which had a system of
political orientation based on fiqb principles (Islamic jurisprudence);

it was a national movement in the sense that it was generated by the

commitment to liberate Indonesia from colonial rulers, and to the

social and economic improvement of Indonesian Muslims.
The spirit of the NU, being a social and political expression of a

particular people, is greatly conditioned by the course of history and

social development. Similarly, the NU's political orientation, being

^part 
of the response to a particular challenge and problem, is very

much inspired not only by the spirit within the internal community
of the organization itself but also by the political development of its
nation in general. Hence, any attempt to understand the NU and its

political orientation requires a knowledge of both the internal spirit
of that organization and the nation's developments of which the NU
is a part.

It is along these lines of thought that the following outline of the

NU's political articulation and socio-cultural mission will be made.

It is hoped that this will provide the background needed for a proper
and adequate understanding of the NU's decision - after for a long
period of being involved in practical politics - to return to its origi-
nal spirit and mission as a social and religious organization, called

"the Khittah of t926" (the Spirit of 1926).

The Khittah of.1926 and
NU's Final Break with Politics?

As a formulated vision, the Khittah of. t926 did not exist until
after the NLJ's fwenty-sixth congress in Semarang, Central Java, in
December, 1979.2 \?'hat existed prior to that time were only a sort of

Studia khmiha, Vol. 3, No. 2 199o
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vague ideas about the "khittah". A clearer idea about it began to gain

momentum when the intellectual criticisms and striking ideas on
destabilizing the NU's strong political orientation in Idham Chalid's
leadership (the former chairman of NU) and his circle, as well as

reevaluation the NU's involvement in practical politics mounted.
Then, starting in the early 1980s, following religious disputes at the
Semarang congress, most of the 'ulamA' and the young intellectuals
of the NU who were raised during the New Order regime and had

little experience in practical politics were devoted themselves to the
task of bringing the NU back to its original spirit and mission, as a

socio-religiously based organization. It was this common socio-po-
litical concern that finally gave birth to the decision for the NU's
final break with politics.

Properly speaking, the movement for the return to the khittab
started at the 'UlamA' Conference at the end of 1983, in Situbondo,
with the emergence of the 'ulamA' and intellectual circles of the NU
responding the unintended developments in the NU's political tradi-
tion and nature. Initiated by two charismatic traditional'ulamA', KH.
As'ad Syamsul Arifin (1897-1991) and KH. Ahmad Siddiq (1926-1990),

the reformulation of the NU's hhittab was projected to be the basis

for the resistance of the social and cultural mission of the NU for
several reasons. First, it was intended to revitalize rhe social, reli-
gious and educational activities which had been ignored for so long
by the central board of the NU due to its power-minded fashion.
Second, it was a relatively political movement in its aims and charac-

ter, but with a cultural strategy which accommodated the process of
the depoliticization of mass organizations conducted by the New
Order government beginning in the early 1980s. Finally, the kbittab
was a religio-cultural movement in the sense that it was generated by
the commitment to liberate the NU members - commonly associ-

ated with rural Muslims - from political exploitation, and to im-
prove their social and economic conditions through social and eco-
nomic agendas.3

As a basis for the revitalization of social and religious activities,
the return to the hhittab is an historical achievement in its own right.
Studies of the history of the NU show that its political orientation
started with the involvement of some of its prominent figures such as

KH. Hasjim Asy'ari (the founder) and Zainr:l Arifin in the forma-
tion of Masjumi, the name being contracted from Majelis Syura
Muslimin Indonesia (Consultative Council of Indonesian Muslims).

Studia klamika, Vol. 3, No. 2 1996
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under the Japanese colonial patronage, in 1944.a The formation of
Masjumi was at first meant to be a political coalition for all Islamic
organizations and parties such as NU, Muhammadiyah, Sarekat Is-

lam (SQ, Al-Irsyad, Persatuan Islam (Persis), Darul Da'wah Indonesia
(DDD, and Persatuan Tarbiyah Indonesia (Perti). It was merely in-
tended to give the Indonesian Muslims an apparatus in order to ex-

tend their vital role in the former Dutch East Indies. But, in its devel-
opment, this apparatus was quickly transformed into a political party
sorting all Muslim political aspirations following the reorganization
of Masjumi on November 7,1945. The NlJ, as an important ele-

ment in Masjumi, would soon be able to follow the latter's political
orientation.

By the end of first decade of its existence, however, the uneven
crisis among the members of the coalition - more precisely befween
modernist and traditionalist Muslim wings - in Masjumi reemerged.
It appears that the struggle for the post of Ministry of Religious Af-
fairs in the Vilopo cabinet berween Muhammadiyah (claiming the
post for Fakih Usman) and NU circles (claiming the post for Vahid
Hasyim) became the immediate cause of the conflict. Yet, in this re-

gard, the ideological and tactical differences between the modernist
and the traditionalist Muslims in the struggle within the Islamic com-
munity in Indonesia were usually considered to be the roots of the
conflict. This led to the resignation of the NU from the Masjumi
coalition - based on the NU's nineteenth congress in Palembang -
in April 1952. This move was then followed by the establishment of
the NU as an independent political parry in Indonesia.s

As an Islamic political partf , the NU has appealed as one of the
most leading parties in the Indonesian political constellation, during
the NASAKOM era in1950s, with its political basis of rural areas. In
the first election in 1955, the NU successfully gained the rural Mus-
lim voters and became the third biggest party in the country (with
L8.22 o/o of voters), after Partai National Indonesia (Indonesian Na-
tionalist Party, PNI, 22.o/o) and Masjumi Q0.02o/").6 During the era of
the Sukarno regime, the NU was perhaps the most powerful segment
of the Islamic parties which continued to survive, although it was
somehow associated with being a government-minded party due to
its accommodative performance. Up until the emergence of the New
Order government in early 1966, the NU was the most important
force in political Islam which competed with the ruling pafif :

Golongan Karya (Functional Group). In the New Order's first elec-
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tion in I97l,the NU regained its major achievement as the second
largest party defeating the PNI, SI and Parmusi. With the New Order's
policy of political modernization, however, starting in I975 the NU
entered a new phase of political manifestation, i.e, in the form of a

fusion within the United Development Party, PPP, along with other
Islamic elements such as the SI, Perti, and Parmusi.

The implications of this development in the NU are easy to see.

Its social, religious and educational activities were neglected for its
political orientation. The NU's community, both the 'ulamA' and
politicians, always distorted the organization's programs within the
framework of political calculation, especially during KH. Idham
Chalid's leadership (1954-1984). Equally important, the NU commu-
nities had been given the confidence that practical politics was the
only means by which the NU would be able to achieve its goals and
mission. Hence, any attempts to revitalize the social and educational
programs of the NU, in particular those which emerged among the
young intellectuals during the early I970s, bore no fruit.

Up to the end of 1983 when the National Conference of 'UlamA'
was held, this movement reached its momentum by virtue of three
consequential factors: the increasing crisis over Chalid's leadership
due partly to his failure to approye a satisfactorily bargain on the
NU's mission in the PPP, the rise of NU scholars and professionals
who no longer put their aspirations in practical politics and, thirdly,
the great influence of the Islamic renewal movement (gerakan
pembabaruan Islarn) stimulated in the early 1970s which was devoted
to interpreting Islam in the social and cultural context of contempo-
rary Indonesia. It was then decided that the NIJ's twenty-seventh
congress in Situbondo on December 17-23,1984, would be the time
for the final struggle to rerurn to the Kbittab of 1926. Even though it
faced serious challenges from Chalid's political wing, the Congress
was finally able to bring this into effect.

The Congress issued a number of important decisions which, in
essence, tried to adopt a new orientation for the NU in the furure.
Firstly, the Congress decided to accept Pancasila (the Five Principles)
as the sole ideological basis for rhe organization. This implied that, as

a social and religious organization with Islamic attributes, the NU
affirmed its commitment to national ideology and unity. Secondly,
the Congress decided that the NU would remain a social and reli-
gious organization: it would not be turned into a political parry nor
affiliate itself with any social and political forces. Members would be
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left free to be active in any political or social organization. This rep-
resented an affirmation of the NU's commitment, as 'was observed
earlier, to detach itself from the PPP and to return to the spirit of
1926.Finall.f, the Congress elected KH. Ahmad Siddiq, as chairper-
son of Syuriah (General policy-making board), and KH.
Abdurrahman 'Wahid 

as the head of Tanfidziyah (executive board),
the two prominent figures of the formulation of the Kbittah, through
an appointment procedureby aselect group of authoritative 'ulamA',
the ahl al-halli raa al-'aqdi (the People who loosen and fasten).7 The
elections of Siddiq and \fahid marked the defeat of the political wing
of the NU and, consequently, played a p^rt in the NLJ's commit-
ment to the cultural development of Indonesian Muslims without
getting involved in practical politics.

The crystallization of the NU's decision to return to the Khittah
was enhanced in the twenty-eighth congress in November, 1989, in
Yogyakarta, by the successful consolidation of a group of young in-
tellectuals who formulated a more practical formulation of the
Khittah. Among the members of this group were Fahmi Saifuddin,
Said Budairi, Danial Tanjung, Mustafa Bisri, Mahbub Djunaidi, Slamet
Effendi Yusuf, Ahmad Bagdja, and Masdar F. Mas'udi.8 The consoli-
dation was considered in order to establish a basic working program
for the following period covering avariety of subjects such as da'uah
(Islamic mission), education, economic activities and the environment.
Also, the congress reelected Siddiq and Vahid as the top leaders of
the NU for the following period, although, in the beginning, it faced
some difficulties from the respected 'ulamA' who do not favor with
\(ahid's performance which sometimes raises controversy, such as

As'ad and Ali Yafie, as well as the NU's political wing.
The consolidation of the khittah wing - as it may be called -

during the congress, therefore, proved another important effect: that,
as a basis for social and economic improvement among the NU's
communities, the kbittab has a solid rationale. Since the Yogyakarta
congress, the NU's social and economic activities have increased tre-
mendously alongside religious activities. During this time various
economic activities have been introduced for the purpose of social
improvement among the NU's communities: co-operation between
the NU and the Summa Bank to try to establish 2,000 small scale

banks (in realicy only 12 before the bankruptcy of Summa in 1992),

the NU's entry into agricultural business, and its commitment to
supervise many small firms in Eastern Java, are just few examples.
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Joining some leading Non-Government Organizations (NGOs), the

social activities developed further and were used as an effective strat-

egy for improving rural Muslims, especially pesdntren communities.e

Beyond these more limited achievements, more important still is
the fact that the NU's performance as a socio-culturally based Mus-

lim organization was further stabilized and solidified, i.e', in the form
of a cultural movement for Indonesian Muslim. The NU's social and

economic orientation during this period represented a new phase for
Islamic movement which is patterned by an attemPt to explain and

articulate Islamic doctrines in the cultural context of modern Indo-
nesia. \fahid's opinion, for example, the NU's main objective with
this kind of cultural strategy is "to observe the basic answer to the

challenge of Islam in modern Indonesia. The NU's roots arepesdntren

communities. There is no need to transform these communities only
through political action, but ignoring cultural approaches."lo Wahid
provides the means by which the struggle to modernize Muslim com-

munities would be fruitful. These are: education Qtesantrez), social

and economic improvements, and political conscientization without
being involved in practical politics. This, Vahid asserts, often takes

the form of culrural approaches in communiry development.
The NU's conception of the role of Islam and its traditional heri-

tage which is codified in the principles of social fiqh as the tools for
the cultural strategy of communiry development set it apart from the
political-minded orientation of Indonesian Islam. The NU's experi-
ence under KH. Idham Chalid's leadership - especially during the

New Order regime in the early L970s - gave the NU members a

more sophisticated view of the role of such an Islamic movement as

an unproductive movement, backwardness, stagnation and mass ex-

ploitation. Therefore, many of the young cadres within the NU were

sincerely concerned about developing the spirit of the Khittah, and

of course also about'Wahid's innovative efforts, in a broader context
in accordance with the increasing need to stabilize the NU as a cul-
tural force in Indonesian Islam.

Based on this and other notions, the NU's "final break" with
practical politics after the end of 1984 did not, however,lead its'ulamA'
and intellectuals to passiveness concerning political issues. After re-

turning to the Khittah, under Vahid the NU became one of most
important Islamic movements which contributed to the enrichment
of Indonesian political discourse. The seeds of this development can

be observed in, to give some examples, the NU's leading role in build-
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ing an Indonesian civil society, its critical response towards the in-

creasing trend of state hegemony and domination, its refutation of
religious sectarianism and, above all, its contribution to the Process
of democratization. These views, together with Vahid's role in the
establishment of the Democracy Forum in April 1991', provide the
background for understanding the long polemic between the NU
(represented by \fahid) and politically oriented-Muslims which arose

in the 1990's - partly as a result of the 1971 Islamic cultural move-

ment - and interrupted the cultural strategy of the Islamic move-

ment itself in Indonesia.

The Revitalization of Political Islam
Although the NU's superior insight on the decision for the return

to the Khittah of.1926 - and accordingly towards the cultural strat-
egy of community development - is more evident than in any Mus-
lim social organization, it must be noted that the rise of the cultural
strategy of the Islamic movement can be traced in its development to
an Islamic renewal movement which spread in197l.It was Nurcholish
Madjid and his colleagues in the Himpunan Mahasiswa Islam ftIMI,
Islamic Association of Universiry Srudents) and Pelajar Islam Indo-
nesia (PII, Union of Muslim Students) who advocated liberating Is-

lam from any political symbolism, including the symbols of Islamic
parties.l2 The main thesis of the movement was that, in order for
Muslims to advance their roles in Indonesia, Islam should be pre-
sented as a cultural, not as a political force. For Madjid, by becoming
a cultural force "Islam can no longer be identified with the perfor-
mance of a certain Islamic party. But it would be identified with the
Indonesian nation. Islam then belongs to the nation, not to parties."11

The trend of Indonesian Muslims thereafter seemed to move in the
line of what the renewal movement has come to approve.

The decade of the1980s appears to be the key period of the bear-
ing of fruit for the renewal movement, for it is the period when Islam
in Indonesia developed the momentum to wipe out the negative im-
age of the Muslim community and when new scholars, professionals,
technocrats, and intellectuals were produced to form the basis of a

modern Indonesian-Muslim 5ociety. All segments of the socio-cul-
tural sector in which Indonesians ordered their lives were profoundly
affected during this period by the extensive activities of a vastly en-
larged group of Muslim scholars who founded new businesses, opened
modern schools, brought modern technology, and introduced new
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values and religious orientation. The course of cultural Islamizatron

in the country was now largely determined by three interdependent
factors: the continuing trend toward the expansion of liberating Is-

lam from political symbolism; the spread of Muslims' new political
articulation that was more oriented toward substantive religious doc-

trines such as justice, humanity and democracy; and the role of the

New Order government's policies of disengaging religious commu-

nities - Muslim in particular - from their direct involvement in the

political 
^ren 

.

The significant development of the cultural strategy of the Is-

lamic movement culminated in the rise of Ikatan Cendekiawan Mus-

lim se-Indonesia (ICMI, All-Indonesian Association of Muslim Intel-
lectuals) on December 8, 1990.13 Initiated by a group of Muslim stu-

dent activists from Brawijaya University, Malang, the formation of
the ICMI was meant to be a social organrzation of Indonesian Mus-

lim scholars. Prof. Dr. BJ Habibie, the Minister of Research and Tech-

nology, was unanimously elected as the ICMI's first chairman. Its
main objective, as stated by its prominent figures' was to increase the

participation of Muslim scholars in the elaboration of the strategy
for national development.

The great interest taken in this new Muslim org nrzation is at-

tested by the fact that the formation of the ICMI gained huge sup-

port from most Muslim scholars and most Muslim organizations, as

well as high-ranking government officials and representatives. Most
important of all, its creation was approved by President Soeharto

who was later appointed as the patron of the ICMI. Vithin a short
period of time, the ICMI rapidly developed its organizational struc-

ture and started establishing some institutions in order to promote
its mission and activities: Republika Daily (1992), the Center for In-
formation and Development Studies (CIDES, 1992), the AJhar Jour-
nal (1993), and Ummat Magazine (1994).

It can be inferred from these phenomena, therefore, that the cen-

tral social characteristic of ICMI members is its bureaucrat and poli-
tician elements. Very little of anything of political importance that
goes on this organization is not influenced by the political orienta-
tion that is to be found among its almost 3 million members. Within
that population one hundred percent are, of course, Muslims, and

the vast majority of these are social elite of Indonesian scholars and
intellectuals. For the ICMI community, at least that presented by its
main actors for the time being, it is almost unthinkable to do any-
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thing without considering its political ends, and official srnrcures
and agenda are established to protect that link. Not only is it strange
to attempt to disengage the ICMI from political roles, but the ICMI's
most important leaders are themselves rhe top officials of political
centers. Vithin ICMI communiries, there is an inregrated perception
of Islam, cultural values of the strategy for national development,
and politics. In the end, it is difficult for the ICMI to disentangle
Islam from the whole.la

There are no doubt a few members, such as Nurcholish Madjid,
Emil Salim, Muladi and Sutjipto Virosardjono, who have genuinely
attempted to bring the ICMI into its line as a social and intellecrual
Muslim organization. There are also few others who are interested in
developing the ICMI as a consrructive organizationfor Muslim pro-
fessionals, scholars and businessmen. Yet, in this respect, rhese com-
munities are and have been crippled when the politician elements
have dominated the ICMI's orienration. This domination has really
an impact, for soon only those sratements articulated by ICMI's poli-
tician wing represented its members and communities.

While the political orientation of the ICMI developed, the politi-
cal legitimation of the New Order government was being tested by a

sort of unharmonious relationships among the elite government offi-
cials, especially between Golongan Karya (Golkar) and the Armed
Forces. A number of events - such as the declining support for
Soeharto's political and economic policies from top Army Command-
ers known as L.B. Moerdani's link and so forth - occurred in that
time which revealed the map of political conflict within the New
Order elites. The ICMI, for its part, was then becoming a political
basis for Muslims that played the balancing role for the legitimation
to the New Order. In this case, rhe "crisis" of legitimation of the late
New Order government really provided a smoorh road for Muslims
to revitalizepolitical Islam by organizingthe intellectuals in the ICMI,
without using any particular Islamic p^rty.In other words, the for-
mation of the ICMI was in fact a milestone in the revitalization of
political Islam. This organization, with its own support from the
bureaucrats and, larer, from Muslim military officials, was so success-
ful that it quickly eclipsed most of the power centers that had ever
existed in the New Order regime, i.e., Ali Moerropo's Center for
Strategic and International Studies (CSIS), Sudharmono's Golkar and
Moerdani's Armed Force. Thus, startingin 1993 replacemenrs were
made for some government officials, without doubt, Muslims were
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predominant amongst them. The most obvious of these changes is in
the result of the General Assembly of the Council of the People's
Consultative (MPR), which reelected Suharto as President who, in
turn, recruited a good number of "ICMI representatives" to fill some
important positions in ministerial offices in the Fifth Development
Cabinet announced in April 1993. Lll these developments enhanced
the political prominence of the ICMI, as well as political Islam, in the
Indonesian political constellation.

A critical response and somewhat controversial attitude towards
the revitalization of political Islam in Indonesia was the standpoint
adopted by Abdurrahman 'Wahid, general chairperson of the
Thanfidziyah of. the NU. From the early period of the foundation of
the ICMI, \(ahid declared that he neither supported nor opposed the
creation of the new Muslim association, but he refused to join be-

cause in his view osuch an association would lead to the re-emergence
of Islamic sectarianism and fundamentalism in the country. Also, as

an independent entity of civil society, intellectuals should not orga-
nize themselves according to narrow categories such as their Islamic
faith, let alone collaborate themselves with the state.'ls There were
also other smaller political entities that reflected criticism of the ICMI's
political orientation, and quiet opponents to the ICMI such as the
non-Muslim lobby, especially the powerful Chinese business com-
muniry and the circle of the former Partai Sosialis Indonesia (PSI,
Indonesian Socialist P arty).16

This criticism is mainly encouraged by the commitment of these
political entities to social change and the struggle for a democratic
society. In addition, it is also generated by the ma1or expectation that
the ICMI, which represented an awakening of Indonesian civil soci-
ety, should act as the main agent of the process of democratization.
In \(ahid's view, for instance, the process of achieving democracy
must begin with the strengthening of democratic attitudes in society
through cultural and educational strategies, not by creating a group
of political elite which proposes religious faith as the solution ro the
problem of democracy. In connection with this view, \ilahid is not
entirely convinced about the genuineness of the Muslim intellectu-
als' commitment within the ICMI to the issues of democracy. Ex-
pressing his fear that the ICMI would move towards the emergence
of neo-Islamic fundamentalism, \fahid recalled the story of the Mus-
lim role in the anti-communist purge of 1965 and the role of Islamic
parties - especially Masjumi - in weakening the fabric of constitu-
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tional democracy in the 1950s. Therefore, Vahid believes that the
first step towards a democratic society is to create an awareness of
democratization among the civil society:

Ve have to have socio-economic transformation as the first step in the
long-term process of democratization. That's why I am working to create an

awareness of democracy within the NU ... I am convinced the silent major-
ity in Indonesia is pluralistic in attitude. If we can get the government to
loosen its grip on society, Indonesians will take it in their hands to counter-
act the sectarians and maintain the unity of the nation.''

Vahid's commitment to create an awareness of the need for de-

mocracy among Indonesian civil society is more evident in his lead-

ing role in establishing the Forum Demokrasi (Democracy Forum)
in April t99t, an alliance of 45 leading Indonesian figures. It includes
Muslim intellectuals, academics, journalists, NGO activists, lawyers
and Catholic priests. Although the Forum is not intended to have a

political role, its goals were broadly political in nature. Observers
have noted that the Forum is seen as a way of offering both Muslims
and non-Muslims an alternative to the ICMI's conception of Islam
and politics. Therefore, for most Indonesians, \fahid's establishment
of the Forum was in fact projected as placing an obstacle in the path
of the ICMI's political prominence, in the sense that it attempted to
show the government that some of the country's most respected fig-
ures, including Muslims, are concerned about wider democracy as a

more urgent need than increasing the influence of a particular reli-
gious community in politics.

But the Democracy Forum is not the only means of \7ahid's
struggle to gain support for his view of the need for a cultural strat-
egy in the Islamic movement. \Xlhile Indonesians find, on the one
hand, a multi-communal alliance in \fahid's Forum protecting cul-
tural Islam, on the other hand, the more fundamental basis for such a
movement comes from within Indonesian Muslims themselves,
namely, the NU community. Hence, as a way of showing legitimate
support from them, Vahid had the NU hold a Rapat Akbar (mass
rally) in Jakarta, in March 1992. The purpose of this rally was to
show Indonesians that the NU, as one of the largest mass Muslim
organrzations, has continued to share'Wahid's view of a cultural-ori-
ented Islam, despite him having come under pressure because of his
critical stance towards the ICMI and the government. Also, the rally
displayed that the NIJ communities would not defy their commit-
ment to national ideology, Pancasila, especially concerning the prob-
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lems of religious freedom, justice and democracy.ls

Thus. the situation has been one in which \(ahid and the NU'
representing the standpoint of the cultural strategy of the Islamic

movement, and the ICMI community have diverged in perceiving

Islam and Indonesian politics, and each has taken its own road re-

spectively. The former is less concerned with instituting a formal
political presence for Islam and more with updating it as a social and

ethical guide for living in contemporary Indonesia, whereas the lat-

ter took an opinion that Islam can be made into a political force and

Muslims should act as the political agent rePresenting Indonesian

Muslim aspirations. On the political scene' because of the ICMI's
political nature, it has organized progressive campaigns to absorb all

segments of the Muslim force for the purpose of advancing its politi-
cal roles. The NU is not excluded. However, against this background
of the ICMI's political expansion, at the NIJ's twenty-ninth Con-

gress in December !994, there developed a political move to shake
\Wahid's nomination as a candidate for the chairman of the
Tanfidziyah of the NU and, in a larger context, to examine the NU's
commitment to the cultural strategy of the Islamic movement.

The Cipasung Congress and Its Aftermath
In contrast to the two previous congresses since the return was

made to the Khittah, many political issues and tensions emerged in
the NU's tqrenty-ninth congress on December 1-5, t994,in Cipasung,

Tasikmalaya. As we shall see, the question as to who would lead the

NU for the period 199+-1999 seemed to dominate the congress, but
this was no doubt due to the fact that the Cipasung congress was a

momentum in which the politician wing of the NU - Partly as a

result of the revitalization of political Islam - revived and has exhib-
ited a more powerful force than before. Hence, the Cipasung con-

gress was actually a battle field for the political wing to destabilize its

hhittah counterpart.
Analyses dealing with the political tensions at the congress gener-

ally refer to two categories: the kbittab wing, and, hence, inferen-

tially the defenders of cultural Islam, and the politicals. These analy-

ses, however, merely focus on the internal problems of the NU which
casts serious doubts on their conclusions. Yet, in spite of the paucity
and problematic nature of the NU's political attitude during \ilahid's
leadership, they have drawn a c\ear sketch of the political conflicts
within the NU.
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As the days approached the Cipasung congress, the main political
actors in the congress could be identified. KH. Ilyas Ruhiyat, the
chairman of the Syuriah who replaced Siddiq in !99I, was reconsti-
tuted as the leading candidate to retain this position; KH. Sahal
Mahfudz was also considered to be an important figure to be placed
below Ruhiyat due to his close relationship with Vahid as the de-

fender of the Khittah, but he merged with Ruhiyat to form the basis

of the 'ulamA' supporting \7ahid.1e The most important political
actor was, of course, Vahid himself, the chairman of the Tan{idziyah.
Although it was reported that \(ahid's nomination would face many
difficulties from the government, pariy because of his critical srance
towards the ICMI and the New Order regime, his supporters were
still able to control his candidacy. It was reported that 60,000 NU
members held mass rally in Surabaya just a week before the Cipasung
congress declaring that the NU members pledged ro re-elect Wahid
as chairman of Tanfidziyah for the next period of board.2o Vahid
Zaini, the chairman of the NU Eastern Java province (Dewan
Pimpinan Vilayah Jawa Timur), was nominated as an alternative
candidate to replace Vahid if the latter faced difficulties, but he was
also prepared to resign if the nomination for Vahid went smoothly.
A non-'ulamA'scholar, Fahmi Saifuddin, was also nominated by sev-
eral branches to unseat Vahid, but Saifuddin's supporters srill shared
the same vision of the NU as that of Vahid. The problem was rhar
Saifuddin's supporters were found among the Khittah wing who
unpleased with Vahid's controversial performance in religious and
political issues. Therefore, although they defended the actualization
of the khittab as the main target of the srrategy of NU development,
they will let Saifuddin conrrol the coming period of the Tanfidziyah.

The politician wing was also emerging as a political group, but
less than united one. A general distinction can be drawn between
two candidates. On the one hand, there were those among the
branches who supported Chalid Mawardi, an Idham Chalid
sympathiser since the Situbondo Congress in 1984, to compere for
\7ahid's nomination.2l This group was besr typified by the purely
politician wing, called Kelompok Cipete (Cipete circle), under
Chalid's control. But, ironically, Chalid's blessing and support were
given to another candidate. On the other hand, there was the new
rising group of Abu Hasan, a successful businessman from Jambi and
one of '$(ahid's board members as the coordinator for Pesantren
Development, who took the view that the NU's commitmenr ro the
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Khittah of 1926 does not necessarily lead to its disengagemenr from
politics. This group principally included most of non-Javanese prov-
inces and tended not to favor \7ahid and the khittab domination. In
the early days of the congress, this group (ed by KH. Teuku Ali
Aziz from Aceh), consolidated its force among the non-Javanese
branches (Dewan Pimpinan Cabang, DPCs) which later became the
major element that was anti-\fahid's leadership within the NU com-
munities.2z It was reported that this group was supported by "exter-
nal factors" and was helped to push Vahid and mosr of the kbittah
defenders into greater difficulties with the New Order governmenr.

On the day of the congress opening ceremony on December 1,

1994, the pressures began to increase on Vahid and the kbittah side.
During the ceremony, \ilahid did not present himself to be seated in
the main balcony together with the other imporranr leaders of the
NU board to host the President. Also, besides his absence when the
President hit the drum (bedufl to symbolically open rhe congress,
\fahid's reporting on the program and activities during his leader-
ship was also cancelled, although it was reported that until early morn-
ing of that day his presentation was perfectly scheduled. The head of
the congress committee, KH. Munasir Ali, then presented an unpre-
pared speech replacing \7ahid.23 Observers noted that these unusual
events which had not occurred at the two previous congresses of
Situbondo and Yogyakarta marked the displeased relationship be-
rween Suharto and \fahid. Therefore, for the NU communiry these
events were a signal from the government that NU should search for
a replacement for \7ahid's leadership.

During the congress, most of the people from the hbittab wing
were meanwhile under increasing political pressure. Opponents of
their position, especially the followers of Abu Hasan, advocated that,
although the government continued to want the NU to be commit-
ted to the Khittah, the support for \flahid would inevitably lead to a

more unharmonious relationship between the NU and the govern-
ment. This is because, according to rhem, some important figures in
the government opposed \fahid's re-election. Meanwhile, the role of
Ruhiyat and Mahfudz in guiding the congress ro elect \7ahid was
also meaningless. It sras reported that when they attempted to follow
\7ahid's accountability speech addressed to the participants of the
congress, Ruhiyat and Mahfudzwere seriously threatened by several
people in the commirtee nor to enter rhe congress hall. These people
were recognized as the supporters of Abu Hasan.
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As the pressure on the khittah side mounted, there were nrmors
which in essence tried to shake \7ahid's re-election. The first is re-

garding Suhafto's willingness to approach \7ahid not to nominate
himself to be elected as chairman for the coming NU board. Being
the target of this serious rumor, Vahid clarified that:

This is not true. It is just a rumor from the people who play at gambling
for money in the NU congress. I have an affirmation from the Minister of
State Secretary, Moerdiono, that the government will not intervene in the
problem of the NU's chairmanship election, including that there is no such
figure to be nominated as the chairman. If there are people who have ex-
pressed such rumors and terrors, be aware that these are just their claims in
order to pass their personal interests. They will not benefit the NU.2a

Secondly, concerning the strategy undenaken by Abu Hasan and his
group, it was reported that Hasan's method of recruitment of his
supporters was by offering some monetary gifts and by violence to-
wards several participants.25 This method seemed to be effective in
destabilizing the loyalry of \?'ahid's supporters, especially that of the
non-Javanese branches. Hasan himself rejected denied that his action
was meant to buy the participants' votes. He said, "it is just a gift. It is
normal for candidates to call a gathering, then we spend some money
on cigarettes or transport expenses. I did not mean this to buy vote."26

However, the third and most important rumor was that Hasan
was said to be supported by external political interests. It was re-
ported that the major campaign carried out by Hasan's group was
possibly supported by certain interests which tried to create an ob-
stacle in \?'ahid's nomination. The report referred to the fact that
most of Hasan's supporters were sponsored by DPVs and DPCs
where the ICMI members and representatives were dominant. The
DP\f branches of North Sulawesi, for example, definitely opposed
\7ahid becoming the leader of the NU, due to V'ahid's critical srance
towards the ICMI and the government. Therefore, the rumor said
that the sloganAsal Bukan Gus Dur (.NBG, as long as it is not Wahid)
that emerged during the congress was actually a well planned agenda
to create destabilizing morions against'Wahid's re-elecrion.27

However, the politician wing under Hasan, which has become
the progressive one in the congress aren , faced a serious challenge
from \7ahid and Saifuddin who were, ar rhe grassroots level, consid-
ered to be much more committed to the Khittah. Vahid and Saifuddin
were among those who formulated the vision of the Khittah of 1926
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in Situbondo congress in 1984. It is difficult to know rhe exact an-
swer as to why those candidates competed against one another. \7ahid
himself preferred to nominate Saifuddin and was found in the last
few years for his commitment to create a regeneration within the
NU board. Saifuddin, too, was a figure whose commitment to the
actualization of the hhittah was undoubted and was supported by
several respected 'ulamA'. Given the importance of this strange com-
position it is useful to comment upon it at this time.

There are two explanations that may be put forward. One simple
explanation is that Vahid's nominarion was just an attempr to place
an obstacle in the path of any possibiliry of the revival of the politi-
cian wing under the leadership of Idham Chalid.28 At the other end
of the scale, \Wahid's supporters were considered to have had little to
do with the political rivalry with Saifuddin, let alone challenging the
latter to be placed in a lower position. This explanation is in line
with Vahid's explanation in an inrerview the day before the elec-
tion:

I would prefer to vote for Fahmi [Saifuddin], because this has been my
intention since my second victory as the chairman of the NU at the
Yogyakarta congress. I think this reflects how we are committed to the re-
generation process. I believe Saifuddin is the right person ro secure rhekhittab.
But, they [the participants] came to me and strongly requested that I be
nominated in the election. Their reason was that they heard Idham Chalid
was stiil willing to take the chair as general chairrnan. According to them,
Idham had already gained huge support. I was surprised. For me, if Idham
came back to his previous position, the NU's political orientation would be
revived. And this is dangerous for the NU itself. That is why I am prepared
to go to the nomination, but I would not nominate myself.2e

This first explanation is generally maintained among rhe partici-
pants who believe that there was no split among the khittah defend-
ers. Above all it is supported by the fact that immediately after
Saifuddin gained third position afrer \flahid and Hasan in the first
step of the election, his supporrers rurned to Vahid.

On the other hand, it was reported that Vahid's acrion of facing
Saifuddin's nomination was simply motivated by the unintended
developments during the congress which resulted in a worst situa-
tion among the participanrs. Some, for example, believe that it was a
political plot hatched by a number of respected 'ulamA', including
Mahfudz and Ruhiyar, ro ensure that they would nor vote for the
wrong person, while the Abu Hasan group used unsymphatetic and
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violent methods in the political game. Others believe that Vahid had

to be involved in the game, competing with Saifuddin and others,

because the participants would not allow violent and tercorizingprac-
tices to continue among the NU communities. Yet others maintain
that, at any rate, Vahid's nomination was inspired by the rumors
that Abu Hasan was politically supported by external factors. An
interview with KH. \7ahid Zaini concluded:

"It is only Gus Dur [\(ahid] who can bring the NU to the commitment
rc rhe hhittah and, as a result, as an independent organization' I am sure that
there is an external interest behind Pak Abu's [Hasan] nomination. I cannot

say who, yet still there is..."ro

For the time being we may reach at the conclusion that Vahid
was indeed aware that his nomination would create the split among
the kbittah defenders, especially with regard to Saifuddin's support-
ers, although the question remains as to whether both candidates

took the initiative to confront their politician counterpart or if they
only followed the plot created by the 'ulamA'. In favor of this conclu-
sion it may be acknowledged here that within the NU political tradi-
tion, the position of the 'ulamA' or religious figures strongly influ-
ences many aspects of life of the organization.

In the early morning (1:00 AM.) of December 5, the election
started. The first session was for the election the chairman of the
Syuriah. Without any difficulry Ruhiyat was re-elected as the chair-
man of the Syuriah and Mahfudz became his depury via an acclama-

tion vote. No branch or participant objected to their re-election. The
second session was for theTanfidziyah election. Here the battle be-

tween the hbittah and the politician wings came to the fore. In the
preliminary election for the candidates to determine who was eli-
gible to go on to the final election, it was decided that a candidate
should obtain at least 40 to have the right to go on to the following
round. \fahid led with 157 votes at this step, and was followed by
Hasan with 136 votes, Saifuddin with 17, and Mawardi with 6 votes.
The two latter candidates were definitely not able to proceed to the
final election, due to their failure to obtain the minimum number of
votes. With increasing political tension between Vahid and Hasan
sides, in the final election Vahid remained to win with 176 votes
defeating Flasan with I42 votes. It is apparent that the former sup-
porters of Saifuddin with 17 votes turned to '$fahid, whereas
Mawardi's supporters turned to Hasan.31
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The victory of r$fahid at the Cipasung congress illustrated well
that the main social and political facts of life among the NU commu-
nities since the return to the Khittah are and have been the commit-
ment to safeguard the cultural strategy of the Islamic movement from
the revival of the politician wing; the other, and somewhat religious
point, must be the privileged role of the 'ulamA' and religious bodies
(such as Syuriah) to govern the life of the organization.

There are three factors which explain why the attraction to the
NU's political tendencies will always be enlivened in the NU: firstly,
NU communities gained a romantic glory by being involved in prac-

tical politics, especially when the NU became an independent party
during the NASAKOM regime; secondly, with nearly 30 million
members who are rural Muslims, the NU would easily be used as a

powerful political force by certain interest groups; thirdly, the NU's
pattern as a socio- religious organization is an easy road for manipu-
lation of its members for political ends. These complicated factors
when combined with the political tensions within the NU during
the Cipasung congress, have helped to achieve the feeling of being
threatened into letting Hasan's politician wing lead the Tanfidziyah,
as felt by the congress participants. They were relatively convinced
of the external intervention that was found among Hasan's support-
ers as an impact of the revitalization of political Islam, and in reality
that was to be found among the DPCs dominated by ICMI members.

Against this consideration of the threat of the revival of the poli-
ticians in the NU, when the new central board of the Tanfidziyah
for the period 199+1999 was announced on December 15, Abu Hasan
was excluded from the composition. In an exposition addressed to
the Indonesian media, Vahid declared that this composition was in-
tended to unify the aspirations from the NU members to form united
central Tanfidziyah board without'external intervention'. Most of
the NU communities generally accepted this newly created board.
The government also, through the Minister of Domestic Affairs, Yogie
S. Memet, immediately gave legal recognition to the board. But, Fahmi
Saifuddin,'$fahid's associate who was placed as the chairman deputy
of the Tanfidziyah, decided to resign from the board for several rea-

sons. Firstly, Saifuddin observed that, during the congress, there was
an unusual trend among the NU communities of ignoring the prin-
ciples of Islamic attitudes (Akblaqul karirnab). Secondly, there was
political intervention from external interests especially regarding the
chairmanship election which greatly tried to oppose \flahid's re-elec-
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tion or otherwise. Thirdly, he was disappointed by the demands from
the 'ulamA' that he resign from the nomination in favor of \7ahid's
leading position. Finally, it was hard for him to be active in the depury
chairmanship of the NU due to his personal duties. In consideration
of these personal reasons, Saifuddin decided to resign.32

In fairness to these personal concerns, it must be admitted here
that although he is known as a senior political figure among the NU
communities, Fahmi Saifuddin is a man with little feeling of political
intrigue. Therefore, his decision to resign from that controversial
composition can be well understood. It is unthinkable that a person
like Saifuddin would confront the progressive attitude of Abu Hasan.

Hasan himself, as well as his main supporters, was disappointed
with this composition. How is it possible, as he declared that, ua

candidate with t+Z votes and in the election has no sear on the board.
It is difficult to understand their [Vahid's group] attitude."33 A mem-
ber of representatives from Hasan's side, Teukue Abdul Aziz, shared
this opinion. It was Aziz who tried to clarify the issue but unfonu-
nately made the problem more critical. He said that the reason for
excluding Hasan from the board was not based mainly upon the
political consideration as Vahid stated, but upon a personal problem
for Hasan with regard to his moral conduct. Abu Hasan was accused
of being involved in the manipulation of project which cost around $

18 million for the improvement of the porr ar Tanjungpriok.
Being the victim of this, Hasan then - besides suing'$7ahid in

court - established Kordinator Pusat Pengurus NU (KPPNU, Coor-
dinators for the Executive Board of the NU) as a vehicle for dialogue.
This forum, which included most of the respected figures and 'ulamA'
of the NU such as Yusuf Hasyim and KH. Abdul Hamid Baidhawi,
was not intended to be a rival NU board. But. after a number of
events in 1995, it became a stepping-stone ro the birth of a rival board
which really presented powerful political pressures towards \7ahid's
legitimate board.

The KPPNU and the Genesis of a Rival NU
Abu Hasan announced the formation of the KPPNU in Jakarta,

on December 27,1994, just few weeks after'$fahid's board was
formed.3a Even though some leading'ulamA' declined to be included
in the structure, the arrival of KPPNU appeared to mark the begin-
ning of the actual opposition ro control Vahid's political and reli-
gious influence within the NU communities. Its political articula-
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tions in fact determined the course that \Wahid's leadership in the
NU was not welcomed by, firstly, a number of NU communities
and, secondly, some important high-ranking goyernment officials.

The most abrupt move towards the opposition to Vahid came in
the form of definite support from DP'Ws and DPCs of the NU for
the KPPNU, principally from the 142 votes.3s On January tt, 1995,
the KPPNU held its first general meeting and declared that the DP\7s
and DPCs rejected the decisions resulting from the 1994 Cipasung
congress including that of the chairmanship election for the Syuriah
and the Tanfrdziyah. Consequently, they also opposed '$0ahid's

PBNU, resulting from the meeting on December 13, 1994, and as-

sumed the right of Hasan's KPPNU to appoint or depose all the
programs and structures of the NU. But above all, despite their un-
willingness to receive the PBNU, the DP\fls and DPCs found ways
to impose upon these two conflicting boards to reconcile (iskh), i.e.,
through a meaningful dialogue within a limited circle and govern-
ment. The statement concluded that if this effort is not able to bring
those two boards into the islAh forum, the DP'Ws and DPCs left it up
Hasan's KPPNU to hold an extraordinary congress.36

The KPPNLJ's pressure upon'Wahid's PBNU and its seizure of
most of the 'ulamA' who attempted to defend the result of Cipasung
congress had a devastating effect upon the supremacy of \fahid's
position in the NU community. It was on Jantary 12, when Idham
Chalid and his Cipete circle declared their affirmation to support
the KPPNU, that numerous NU 'ulamA' arranged a special meeting
in Jombang, East Java. This meeting reached at the agreement that,
in order to end the conflict, there must be a reconciliation between
\fahid and Abu Hasan. Then, onJanuary 16, a delegation was formed
consisting of four 'ulamA', i.e., KH. Cholil Bisri (]ombang), KH.
Abdullah Abbas (Cirebon), KH. Abdullah Fakih (Lamongan), and
KH. Badri Masduki (Probolinggo). The main task of the delegate was

to persuade both Vahid and Hasan to accept each other and to come
to a reconciliation forum. The delegation went to Chalid's house
and sought him as a mediator for the reconciliation. Meanwhile, from
'Sfahid's position there was an attempt at improvement to include
Hasan in the new board of the PBNU. It was reported that Hasan
would be placed in the Dewan Pleno (Consultative Council) of the
PBNU; a position that has no influence on the board.

In the mean time, \fahid's PBNU found that it was meaningless
to respond seriously to Hasan once he had insisted upon imposing
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his will upon the NU. The best that could be done by \ilahid was to
consolidate the PBNU officials and start working with them to actu-
alizetheprograms commissioned by the congress. Vahid was strongly
convinced that that NU community would reject the KPPNU:

Ve believe that all the problems of the NU have been solved. The PBNU
has been formed, we just consolidated and, then, worked to realize to the
NU's programs. I believe that the NU community will reject Hasan's
KPPNU, because it does not reflect their commitment to follow all the de-

cisions made by the congress.r/

It was difficult, of course, to successfully destabilize \7ahid's PBNU
at the community level, when most of the supreme 'ulamA' of the
NU were behind him. Hasan did not openly challenge the legality of
the 'ulamA' nor did he totally ignore the basic position of those who
came along with Vahid, although some of these 'ulamA' were in-
cluded in the KPPNU composition. More significant still, Hasan made

no attempt to oppose Wahid's moral appeal in sociery, and his con-
trol of young intellectuals of NU.

One of the most important elements that emerged in this conflict
was the attitude of the government. Almost all the comments made
by top officials of the government accept the legitimacy of \Wahid's

executive board and, accordingly, rejected the existence of the
KPPNU. Minister of Domestic Affairs, Yogie S. Memet, maintained
that "the PBNU executive board is legal. If there is a problem con-
cerning with the perfectness of the personnel, that is an internal prob-
lem among them."ru Some other officials shared this attitude to the
issue. This kind of acceptance was increasingly seen as a major factor
in the political legitimacy of the PBNU and Vahid.

The crucial problem arises from the fact that, although the PBNU
was legally accepted, its formation was not yet accepted by President
Suharto. This is in fact implied by the fact that the PBNU led by
Wahid has not been officially welcomed by the President up until
today.In connection with this explanation, it musr be noted that
there is a conventional rule within the Indonesian political system
that to be considered a legitimate organization, the official board of
an associatibn (whether social, political, religious, or professional)
must meet the President and, thus, gain an affirmation from him.
This is seemingly superficial, but appears to have major significance
for the existence of the organization. \7ahid's PBNU had so far not
been welcomed as the official board of NU to be received by the
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President. Hence, this factor is seen as an obstacle to the existence of
the PBNU.

There has also been an increasing opposition to destabilize'Wahid's
PBNU on a variety of issues, although this has occurred at a more

underground level. It was reported that during 1995 some top mili-
tary officials and government representatives visited Abu Hasan's
house in Simprug, Jakarta. Among the points discussed in that unof-
ficial meeting were the need for increased support for the KPPNU,
demands for greater articulation from its leaders, and enhancement
of political control in the NU communiry. Some of these methods
seemed ineffective, such as reports that a number of 'ulaml' in Cen-

tral and Western Java were advised to support the KPPNU, or that
\(lahid was favorable the protection of Shi'ah sect in Indonesia, and

so forth. Yet the efforts to destabilize \7ahid continued.
These eff.ort. are seen by many observers as an illustration that

F{asan's KPPNU had close ties with external political interests which
that greatly endangered the NU's commitment to the Khittah of pZA.

It became obvious that Hasan's efforts to use the KPPNU as a vehicle
for dialogue culminated in the creation of a rival board of the NU. It
was on January t7, t996, that the KPPNU held its informal gather-

ing in the Hajj Dormitory of Pondok Gede, Jakarra.r' This gather-

ing, which was meant to be a conference, developed into an extraor-
dinary congress of the NU. Attended by some 500 participants claim-
ing to represent 23 regionalbranches, the gathering established a new
formation of a board which was similar to'Wahid's PBNU. Abu Hasan

was elected chairman of this rival Tanfidziyahboard, and KH. Hamid
Baidlawi (Lasem) was widely accepted as the chairman of the Syuriah
board. The congress proceeded smoothly, although reportedly there
were attempts by the police to stop the gathering.ao

The most interesting and one of the most important political phe-
nomena to note was that the congress was aPProved by General R.
Hartono, the Chief of the Indonesian Armed Forces, who has a close

relationship with Muslims in the ICMI circle.al There were some

signs from certain individuals in the bureaucracy of supporting the
KPPNU holding the congress. At the same time, there began a series

of acknowledgements to the newly created NU executive board
among government representatives. At least, some provided special
permits for the birth of a rival board of the NU. In its administrative
procedure, for instance, the congress lacked police permits. Yet it
proceeded without facing difficulties from the police authority. It
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seems that some high-ranking military officers were willing to sharpen
the conflict between the parties and, in turn, to aid Hassan in unseat-
ing \7ahid.

Such a situation - that some accepted V/'ahid's PBNU, and some
permitted the KPPNU extraordinary congress - reflected the
government's ambivalent treatment of the solution of the NU inter-
nal conflict. On the day of congress, on the one hand, the govern-
ment, represented by the Minister of Domestic Affairs, Yogie S.

Memet, and the Minister of Religious Affairs, Tarmizi Taher, defi-
nitely reaffirmed the existence of the PBNU which resulted from
the Cipasung congress, although this affirmation did not result end-
ing the conflict. They argued that the government would not affirm
NU board outside the Cipasung congress, because that was the legiti-
mate one. But, on the other hand, there were naked attempts from
the bureaucr^cy to give certain privileges to Abu Hasan's rival NU
board, which made one assume that the government supported him.
This appeared principally in the fact that the government did not
prove its exact position by banning KPPNU individuals from setting
up the rival executive board.

It was therefore believed that there were interests from a group of
political Islamics within the ICMI circle, as well as some highranking
military officials, who tended to co-opr the NU into their political
base by favoring Abu Hasan's leadership. In other words, as some
observers noted, the government's ambivalent anitude to the NU
crisis was actually a well-planned scenario arranged by these indi-
viduals to bring \flahid's leadership into decline and, finally, to con-
trol the NU.42

Along with this explanation is the fact that ICMI's efforts ro un-
seat\fahid in the NU is nor a recenr development. A month before
the Cipasung congress was held in December 1994,Habibie, the gen-
eral chairman of the ICMI, had commissioned his associates to ar-
range 

^ 
replacement in the NU leadership instead of Wahid. Then,

Sutjipto \Tirosardjono, a member of the Expert Council of the ICMI,
and two middle-ranking army commanders, were appointed ro per-
suade \7ahid not to nominare himself in the congress chairmanship
race. In their meeting at \7ahid's house just a few weeks before the
congress began, he politely declined their request. He argued "I would
not nominate myself, of course. But, if the participants of the con-
gress want me to lead the NU, what can I say? I leave the congress
and the NU community free to elect a nominated body." This story
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was then rerold by \Tirosardiono as the ICMI exposition with regard

to the NU internal crisis in February 1996. \Wirosardjono argued:

The story [of the ICMI's approach to vahid to resign] is true.. But_, this is

nor merely iak Habibie's concern alone. It was our concern that the NU
under \(alid had a problem of communication with the government._The

NU is a big organization. 'we thought ar thar rime that if the NU did not

ha',re a problem with the government, it would be better. That is why we

considered requesting \fahid to resign. This is a fact' You know what I

mean by the problem of communication.al

Habibie himself re-affirmed that there v/ere efforrs among ICMI
officials to replace Vahid with another NU leader.

It is relateJ to this kind of political pressure that \Wahid clarified

his stance regarding external intervention within the NU crisis: the

NU faces political conspiracy.44 According to 'Wahid, the NU is

being undermined by a political scenario to bring its 30 millionmem-
bersio enrer practical politics. This meant that the Khittah of.1926

was under a seriors challenge. Vahid pointed out that several Parties
which represented the revival of political Islam were demanding more

political legitimacy from Muslims, and the NU was one of the tar-

gets. Therefore, 
'Wahid 

asserted, the main aim of extending the crisis

in the NU was to create an obstruction among the conflicting NU
leaders, in order to absorb the NU community:

This is not new. I know exactly where the scenario will go. The plot was

ro create an obstruction because the two leaders fwahid and Hasan] would

have to be reconciled through mediation. I believed thar after both of us had

been made to step down, a third person would emerge as leader' Then, the

so-called .peace maker' would be able to force their will on the organiza-

tion.a5

According to \Wahid, there was a candidate from the NU Eastern

Java Province, \7ahid Zaim, who had been approached to be an al-

ternative leader.
Therefore, the situation was one in which the NU was facing a

political crisis which had no Precedence in the NU's history. Both

Hasan's and'W'ahid's PBNU boards refused to be reconciled by me-

diation. In the political sphere, there were repercussions on lVahid's

PBNU in terms of political articulation, Permits for religious activi-

ties, etc., p^rtly bring about to decline in 'Wahid's influence in the

NU community. Conversely, there were rePorts' Particularly in the
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NU'Western Java Province, of demands to affirm Hasan's PBNU
and more recently there were efforts to destabilize Vahid's leader-
ship by questioning his moral conducr, such as his allegedly accepr-
ing Rp. 600 million from the Kompas-Gramedia group, a leading
publishing house dominated by the Catholics. Yet, the NU has its
own nature and political tradition which until now operated within
a pattern of cooperation berween the 'ulamA' kyoit), political leaders,
and the masses. The crisis has had no effect on the NU at all, because
Vahid still retains strong supporr both at rhe 'ulamA' and the mass
level.

The NU's Khittah in a Time of Trial; Concluding Remarks
\ilhen the KPPNU held its exrraordinary congress in Pondok

Gede, Jakart a, andbrought with it rhe new execurive board of PBNU,
many could have predicted the ambivalenr response of top Indone-
sian officials. Almost immediately, all governmenr represenrarives
commented that the government only recognized the PBNU result-
ing from Cipasung Congress led by KH. Ilyas Ruhiyat (the Syuriah)
and KH. Abdurrahman \fahid (the Tanfidziyah). The Minister of
Religious Affairs, Tarmizi Taher, after his meering with President
Soeharto, made a long statement with regards to the furure existence
of the NU. He was reporred to have declared that the government
would not intervene in the NU's domestic crisis. But, he said, if the
people who were involved in the conflict let the governmenr become
a mediator in resolving the crisis, the government would welcome
this. Yet, it seems that the government let Hasan's rival NU conrinue
to exist, even to expand its organizational structures.

The questions to be asked are: why did rop government officials
respond in this ambivalent way? \7hat does this tell us about the
government elites' perception of the NU in particular, and Islam in
Indonesia in general?

To sketch the analysis, ir can be observed that the formulation of
political policy of the late New Order (in the 1990s) is dominated by
elements within high-ranking Muslim army officers and the rising
politically-oriented Muslim intellectuals in the ICMI, broadly known
as the ICMI circle. This circle gave high priority ro rhe development
of a "special relationship" between Muslim and the government (the
state) as a means of increasing Muslims' roles in the strategy of na-
tional development in Indonesia. Meanwhile, the stare also gains some
political legitimacy from the majoriry of its population.
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The basic assumptions underlying this approach are: 1) that Mus-
lim Army officers aie more likely to have anlnfluence over the New
Order government and they are considered to be favorable and sym-
pathetic to the Muslim community;2) that the declining trends of
political support for the government from Suharto's close assistants
such as Soedharmono and LB. Moerdani in the late 1980s have brought
about a situation of a legitimacy crisis over rhe New Order and the
prospect of an increase in the power of Muslim intellectuals, espe-
cially after the rise of the ICMI in 1990. Therefore, as these Muslim
intellectuals would perceive, Muslims' long term interests are best
served by an accommodative attirude of support and sympathy for
the current Indonesian government.

As a consequence, it is argued that those who are concerned with
increasing Muslim power in the state have not taken into account
the complex, serious political and economic problems facing Indone-
sia, In particular, it is alleged that - due to calculation of their politi-
cal interests - the Muslim intellectuals in the ICMI are no longer
concerned with the state's social and political problems over such
issues as social justice, human rights, corruption, and democracy.

In the meantime, after declaring its return to rhe Khittah of t926
in December L984, the NU under \7ahid became a powerful segmenr
of the Islamic community which empowered its political bargaining
in the Indonesian political constellation by developing the modern
discourse of politics. By the early 1990s, although it was no longer in
practical politics, the NU represenred a considerable political power
which gre tly contributed ro the development of civil society and
the struggle for a more democratic state. However, these significant
contributions confront the two political changes in the course of the
New Order government presented above. There are two major areas
in which a conflict of interest berween the NU (represented by \fahid)
and its ICMI counterpart, as well as the state, is taking place. Firstly,
the NU has demanded a greater democracy as an urgent need in In-
donesian government and has failed to generare the expected changes
in the political culture and super-strucrure, a siruation which prompted
moves towards a clash between the NU and the state, especially re-
lated to the problem of military domination. This was facilitated by
\7ahid's leading role in the establishment of the Democracy Forum
which gave access to non-Muslim communities and secular-minded
intellectuals. The second area concerned the NU's refutation of the
presence of certain religious (Muslim) communities in politics which
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is conducive to the growth of sectarianism and fundamentalism. This
refutation led to a conflict of interests between the NU and rising
Muslim politicians in the ICMI; a series of obstacles to then be placed

in the NU leadership in order to weaken its political articulation.
Nevertheless, the NU's tension with both the government and

the ICMI intellectuals can not necessarily be followed by the argu-
ment that the NU represents a political opponent to the official gov-

ernment. This is because the NU's commitment to the state ideol-
ogy, Pancasila, and the national constitution, UUD 1945, is appar-
ent. It is well-known that the NU was the first Muslim organization
which accepted Pancasila as its basis after the New Order govern-
ment decided that Pancasila should be the sole ideological basis of all
social and political organizations in Indonesia. In addition, the NU is

an 'ulami' organization with political attributes of loyalty to the gov-
ernment and the constitution. NU communities and aspirations,
drawn largely from the traditional Muslim mass, are substantially
integrated into the system of the constitution, and are committed to
national development. Therefore, the capacity of the state to respond
to the NU's critical stance towards the political atmosphere in Indo-
nesia must follow the logic of a fair political game. That is to say, the
government cannot in any way abandon the existence of the NU.
The best the state can do is to destabilize the NU's leadership, i.e.,
KH. Abdurrahman \7ahid.

The NU Cipasung congress in December L994 was the best mo-
ment to destabilize'Wahid's influence in the NU. A scenario devel-
oped of unseating N0ahid and replacing him with Abu Hasan. Al-
though Hasan was strongly supported by the participants of the con-
gress, he finally lost. This scenario continued after the congress: to
push \7ahid towards a greater problem. The NU was then divided
into two sides, \7ahid and Hasan. The former was more concerned
with community development based on the Khittah of. t926, the lat-
ter tended to be a part of the revitalization of political Islam. In the
end, two NU different boards were created.

It seems that the roles of the state and the ICMI in providing the
roads for the NU leaders to split was apparent. The fact that ICMI's
huge campaign to include all segments of the Muslim communiry
into its political base and rhe srare's demand for political support
from the majority, ensured a place for them to co-opt the NU into
the line of state control. In particular, the integration of the ICMI
and the state in the political articulations provided a political weapon
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in which the cooperation between the state Power and intellectuals
was to attack the NU's commitment to the Khittah. The coming
General Election in 1997 also raises a new agenda for the state and

the ICMI in destabilizing the NU community. The alleged "domina-
tion" of ICMI officials in the Golkar central board in1994 was essen-

tially a call to strengthen the state legitimacy by obtaining political
support from Muslim voters; in its broadest context, to include the
NU which has 30 million members into Golkar's political base which
would be effective and would be a powerful force to defeat the other
two political parties, the United Development Party (PPP) and the
Indonesian Democratic Party (PDI). Therefore, the ambivalent re-

sponse of the state to the crisis over the NU leadership well illus-
trated that there is a different strategy from the goyernment circles in
approaching the Muslim community. First, some are more concerned

with allowing the NU to be committed to its khittab, and not being
involved in practical politics. Others believe that, by gaining politi-
cal supports from the NU community, the special relationship be-

tween Muslims and the state would be greatly stabilized.
Today, the NU community has two conflicting PBNUs: \7ahid's

and Hasan's. It is believed that there are two possibilities whereby
this crisis can be resolved. First, there may be a reconciliation forum
to bring these conflicting boards to resign and, then, another candi-

date will be appointed to lead the NU. Second, the government may
let these two boards continue to exist until one of them collapses,

with the qualification that neither PBNU should make trouble for
the political legitimacy of the state and the ICMI.
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